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A review of the contri,butions of evaluation to school
television is presented, and some policy sLggestions for evaluation
programs are offered. The purpose is to assist the Agency for
Instructional Television (AIT) in determining how to utiliie
evaluative research in conducting its projects and the focus is upon
decision-making related to the production of television programs.
Four categories of decision-oriented research are
identified--background, formative, summitive, and policy. Major
recommendations include: 1) Each AIT activitygshould have a research
and evaluation component; 2) AIT should focus .upon decision-oriented
and product-specific research bpd evaluation; 3) Background and
in-house policy research should began integral part of AIT; 4)
Formative research should be conducted by an in-house staff and do
organizationally,organizationally, subordinate,to production; 5) Top priority for
research resources should gb to formative research; 6) Summative
research, while necessary, is less important than formative research;
7) Utility to the decision-making process is the chief criterion, by
which.research and evaluation is to be judged; 8) Summative research
for outside consumption should be assigned, to outside agencies; and
9) Original instruments should be used whenever possible for
formative and summative research. (Author/PB)
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POLICY BRIEF

SUBJECT: Research

PURPOSE: 1) Summarize the possible contributions of evaluation
to school television

2) Recommend an evaluation policy iCiXAIT

PREPARED BY: Keith W. Mielke

DATE: September 27, 1973

This POLICY BRIEF is provided to assist you in considering how
the Agency for Instructional Television should employ research
in its conduct,of cooperative program projects. After reviewing

the brief, you will be asked to recommend a research policy for
use by AIT.

The AGENCY FOR INSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION seeks to strengthen educa-
tion in the United States and Can .441a. through television and other

technologies. Its primary fultioA is to expand and improve the
cooperative development of major program projects.

As an essential part of this function, All operates a COUNCIL FOR
ENSTRUCTIONAL TELEVISION. The Council permits you and those with
similar interests to Consult regularly on matters of mutual con-
cern, identify common needs, and make recommendations for imple-
mentation' by AIL'
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DECISION-pRIENTED RESEARCH IN SCHOOL TELEVISION

Section 1: Background

Introduction

It takes a variety of talents and a series of coordinated decisions

to get a television program successfully through the interlocking stages of

planning,, funding, production, evaluation, diStribution, and utilization.

This paper deals with the decizion6 involved in that process, and more

specifically, how research and evaluation can help improve thqse decisions.

There are two primary objectives for this paper: 1) to review what

evaluation can contribute to school television; and 2) to derive policy

suggestions for such evaluation programs. r`'

The scheme employed here uses four categories to make distinctions

among several kinds\of evaluation activities: 1) backgrotAd research;

2) .formative research; 3) summative research; and 4) policy research.

These categories will be defined, and their utility in decision7making will

be discussed. For each category, some dominant policy issues will be presented.

Focus on Decision-Making

There is no shortage of literature that examines and contrasts the

procedures, assumptions, and purposes of basic research and evaluation (or

evaluative research).* These issues of similarity and.contrast are quite

etiriret appended bibliography, see for example, Glass and Worthen (1972.3

Gutt ag (1971); Mielke (1973); Palmer (1972); and Phi Delta Kappa



interesting, and debate continues on where'the various boundaries. should be
7

'located. Much of the "basic vs..applied" research discussion can be avoided

here, however, if there is an early agreement on what the role of research and

evaluation should be for thL5 organization and the projects it undertakes.

A-Policy recommendation that can'serve to bypass much of. the discussion

and debate on the. 'inctions between basic and applied research is: that

47T commit ito kaeakch and .exatuation ke40uACC6 excLoivay to decision-

otiemted and pkoduct-ope_ci6ic .te/sevich, thus not engaginAiat all in ih-house

research designed to test general theories or hypotheses. This places top

priority on meeting, the specific decision-making needs of the organization and

excludes from the research mission the objectiveiof making.a Contribution.to

new generalizable knowledge.

This should not be interpreted as a lack of interest in theoretical

developments or a lack of recognition of the eventual utility that AIT, can

derive from basic research. It is, however, a proper allocation of,resources

for an-organization whose mission is not pert 6e, academic or even scholarly,

but mission-oriented and action-oriented. Schocl television activities

(pursued oy AIT may offer enticing research opportunities to scholars both in

and out of the organization. This may well generate a variety of overtures

for full or partial sponsorship. The recommended attitude here is one of

support, encouragement, and cooperation, but not as an official AIT activity,

and not coducted under the.financial sponsorship of AII. Under this policy,

appropriate AIT research activities would generate data that one or more

7-/
__decision-makers should find useful. I
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This orientation is entirely consistent withthe de-finition of evalua-

tion proposed by the Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation:

"Evaluation is the process of delineating, obtaining, and providing useful --

information for judging decision alternatives."(p.xxv) This basic definition

--makes a clean break from the traditional mission of basic research, setting

evaluation on a path of its own.

Distinctions among varioustypes'of decision-orien research

In principle, the domain of decision-oriented ,'Lc7Palte(l-i-s-1 as broad as

the domain of decisions that must be made. In CompliCated processes, such as

L

developing, producing, and using televised instru ional materials, that domain
4

is broad indeed. Within decision-oriented research' several distinctions can he

made and several categories defined. For extmple," it may be useful to separate

'valuations that should be, done by an in -House team of researchers froth

(evaluations that should be done on cocItract by independent researchers. In

\,

other cases, it may be useful to have chronological categories, such as pre-

production, production and post-production research and evaluation.

These category schemes or any other category schemes should be subject

to the criterion of utility.' When th,-,y are not appropriate for an occL3Ion,

they should be modified to become useful; or they should be abandoned.'It is

hoped that this caveat will remove any'sense of finality or reif`icatiori from the

four category scheme actually, employed here: 1) background research, 2) formative

research, 3) summative research, and.4) policy research. It will be argued

thatbackground research and formative research should be done by in-house

-personnel, Odle summative research and at least some kihds of policy research

should be done by outside, independent organizations. Chronologically,

-3-



background research is preproduction; formative research is done during the

production period, while summat-ive research (and probably policy research as

well) would be conducted' after production has ended.

Already implied in the development.of the four-category array-(back-

ground, formative, summative, and policy research) is the centrality of the

television production process and the television productritself (i.e., the

program). This is done in full recognition tbat the terminal objective is not

to produce programs) but- to efftct learning and behavior change. In chat small

sector of the total 'milieu scrutinized here, the television program, the' stimulus,

is the basic point of reference. The chains .cff decisions around which the

various types of-research' and evaluation will be deVelOped in this papew are

related directly to the planning,'production, validation and utilization-
.

of television programs. The center of this small universe is television

pkoductidn.

.Section The Four Categories

Background. Research

If. we were to run a survey on what school ,administrators instinctively

think.of as' falling in the domain of instructional teleVision.research and

evaluation,, it would probably show that the activities calleklbackground
V

research" would not be included.' A common notion is that rese rChers and

,

4
evaltators come into the pictuxe after the product is.completed to evaluate

the performance of that product. This is far too limiting, and indeed

' may not even be the most significant contribution that research and evalua-

tion can make. SA clear stand should be taken to recognize and create

-4-



opportunities for making bettr_sx decisions as a consequence of research and

evaluation inputs. Long before production is completed, indeed before pro-

duction has even begun, systematic resewil:h is needed'for the plethora of

decisions that face the administrator at the planning stage .

The generic. mission here is to reduce uncertainty in.the planning process,ti.

Tt seems appropriate to include within the category of background research at

least such activities as the assessment of needs that can be addressed properly

via television, the assessment of a host of audience or student variables, the

assessment of the physical system for production, distribution, and 'reception,

and feasibility.studie_ for tentative program ideas. These are all proper

subjects for research contributions that are not tied to any particular program

or product.. (The-many.similarities to the proceSses of marketing research

,should not go unre5ognized.)

1,tifs recommended that backgAouild .Leseakeh cou,e4iag Ch acti.vitiez CO

thoze T4Ated abov integkated,pekmanemay iytito the ,stAu tpte o6 the eftganiza-

tion, i6 po3e bye, 'Lathe'', than geaking up aneie Sotc each

new potentiae C.0.C.0 06 6unding. A modest but sustained effort in this area

should provide a reliable information adUrce.to administrative planners on

such questions'as:

1. What are the perceived curriculum needs?

2. What is the condition of the distribution system?

3. Demographically, what is an accurate description of the potential
audience?

4. Psychologically, what is the audience attitude structure toward
topics A, 13, and C?

5. What receptioD might we expect for a new series on subject X?



Uoze"ns of questions of this order can be submitted to empirical treatments

designed and administered by a team of researchers.

It should he affirmed here (although it applies equally to all cate-

gories of research and evaluation covered in this paper) that the data from

research and evaluation efforts donot pcit R! make the administrative decisions,

nor do -they dictate a particular 'conclusion or interpretation. That is,

research input--is one source of infol-mation alongside several sources of

information and guidance that the administrator uses. With or without beneFit

of research input, the administrator must make decisions; the goal is to

improve those decisions through carefully.designed background research.

Formative Research

Formative research is the first of the four categories covered here to

involve a specific program or project, and it should he 'initiated very early

in the developmental' phase of that program. Formati\ie research is typically

defined in comparison with summative research, as research or evaluation ad-

ministeqd duringthe.formativo stages of a product (a television program in

this case) that provides feedback to the production staff, enabling them to

modify and improve the product before the final production decision; have

been made. Formative research is pretesting prograMs early enc ,gh in the

process to take corrective action. Sunnative research, by way cf contrast,

assesses the impact of a programor series as a whole; comparinbserved

efficts with the effects desired or anticipated (as stated in the behavioral

goals and objectiveL). Formative research is to summative research what re-
,

peated midcourse guidance and corrective tutoring is to the final grade for

-6-



the course. Seen in that light, the importance of the formative research

function should be readily apparent.

Continuing the analogy, one can speculate on the most rational decison

in a choice situation: if you could only have one or the other, either repeated

midcourse guidance and corrective tutoring on end-of-course evaluation'with

final grade, which should you choose? Although one may tightly reject the

imposifioA of such "either-or" conditions in reality, the question' is

nevertheless instructive for the placement of priorities, and Priorities

are-required when the resources for research and evaluation are limited^, as

they always are. The value position taken here is that once the agency

has committed itself to a school television project, the toplAiokity OA

nueanch A.uoujtceis Aoutd go to 6o1Cmative iLmeanch. There should always

be a summative research component of some dimensions, but without an active

formative research component, isolated summative fesearch.zlay be little more

tan an autopsy.

As you.already know, production of television programs is a complicated

process in which innumerable assumptions about audience attention, compre-

hension, and reactions must be made. Expertise ih,the production

process isneeded.so that a fair share of these assumptions will turn out

to be correct. EXPerience shows, however, that expert judgments alone (that

is, expert predictions of audience react -ions) are ftequently.kftong.

Ultimately, there is no substitute for a try-out of the program with repre-

sentative audience members.

J



In formative research, as in, the other categorieS, the way to find out

where the research effort shout d b6; is, at least in largo part, to work back

from the decision-making needs of the person(s) to whom the research results

will be addressed. This search has a logical and a human relations comp.onenr.

In formative research and evaluation, the 'consumer is the productibn staff and

the decisions are production deciS'ions. The-production staff must be motivated

to make use of the research results; they must be able to understand the research

results;. and the research results must address the production decisions appro-

priate to that group of Consumers.' Insights into the nature of producers and
1

production 'can be used to generate guidelines (a) for motivational steps that

can be taken, (b) for the form and purpose of research reports, and (c) for the

type of questions for which data are sought.

Consider first the motivational issue. Above all, there must be mutual

respect, understanding, trust, and goodwill between research and production.

Without dwelling unduly on the theme of being -"nice" to o',,? another, suffice

it to say that this social factor is probably far more critorical than any

methodological or policy factor in determining success or failure of a formative

research effort. Researchers should'understand that producers have ego invested

in their creations, and it can be threatening to have the program criticized

bythe research staff. There is little hope of getting good data or influencing

the improvement of productions if goodwill and mutual respect are not in

evidence.. The essential climate of goodwill is quite fragile.

The following practices, witnessed at Children's Television Workshop,,

are offered here as policy recommendations for AIT as well: .1) To the mavimlor

-8,-



'evtent possible, the consumer of formative_research should 1) involved in ';ettin

the formative research agenda. In otht words, the producers should !Tecii).

what it is they need to know, and the'researilers, it tiwy can, shcold provid

relevant data on those issues. (Note: This does t suggest that the rest

agenda should be restricted to those questions generatd Crow production;
A

does state that real attempts should be made tu resporr;11)1y any r,,s,arA

question posed by the produ4ion staff)

. 2) The fact that research is working in the servic.: of p! luction, and

not vice versa, means that research performs an advisory function; with the

final decision-making power properly belonging to production.

3) -There should be a continuing.in-house educative function going on

(-
between research and production, each enlightening the other about its special

areas of expertise and how the other party' beSt use that -export i-;,e.

Consider now the research report. Given the reference to the needs of

decision-makerS, there are implicatOns both for the content and the style

of formative research reporting. The content must relate to the producer's

actuat decisions '(that is, must relate to things within-he producer's power

to change). ThiS area of potential change is, of course; program design and

production. Formative research should -speak to those-still manipulable issues

in program design and production. 4mplicationsfor style should be governed by.

the methodological sophistication of the consumer, the prodction staff. The

jargon and statistical presentations appropriate for otll researchers are

usually inappropriate,for producers.

The level of specificity in fJrmative.research reports, with t c

focus on specific production decisions for specific programs,



I

tends not to he very relevaat to thos not directly involv.ed in the proiect. to

make these reports interestilig to "outside" readers woilld require considerah.e

rewrating and would change their Function. \ nolicy recomend,ition 1 s

formative research reports retain their or?,ginal purpose of serving the

decision needs.of production, and not he altered to meet the interests of other

ryaders. 11 open information policy i,. recommeoded fir all reseorch report

.tiut only forjuports in 'tql&ir original form, as prpared for their original

function. ,

to1141;ogram de'sign and prSductiOn, formative research also

has a role to.pl!N in the formulation and selection-sof olajcctiyes. One pro7

cedure is 'for content experts to state,. 0i geqeral toimls.what they heltei'are

Dealistic goaN;.,and.thcl'n for forma,1:0 reseaA personnel' to t'Nuislate'.4-hese

gaas Atqameasuiabl'e otiectives,- subject to approval hv ad. .'content

i
9

experts or inability (to devise acceptable hehaviorallpeasares

j Ii
for wneral'Agoals.,may well he a significant criterion in'deciaing hhetlter or

not td include that.:goal in the" mission fad' the program. Early pre testing

onthe achievabiiitv of certain objectives could also influence the design

of Ihe`p-rogram.

As he cuscussed shertly,pperationally de tined'objecti\c5 are also

ffs.an essenf\sil part of the summative oneration, where, the intelost

not in
7 q

gram design and improvement, but. im determining the degree t( which

the objectives were met. Although functional' quite distinct, there can be

'some interplay between'formatie and. summat- e research_

In general, however, the formative tesearch agenda should be distinct

necaus.tof its .ii-Trovement orient:ition, that is its concentr.ition 011 the

cn



domain of manipulable factors under the control of production. Of course, the

production staff must be concerned with the assessment of behavioral objec-
IVO

tives, but a final "report card" on how ,well the program performed may offer

no insight whatsoever on how to improve it the next time around (if there ever

is to be a next time) . Many formative research questions will tend to resemble

closely. the questions a good producer-director'wbuld be naturally considering

anyway in the design and production process e.g.; Is this enough reference

to the previous programs for the students to. make the logical connections to

this program? Will the students- detect the subtle humor in the closing scene,

or will that be confusing to them? Given a battery of such questions, it should

be evident that, to be responsive, considerable methodological ingenuity and

variety are required on the part of the.in-house formative research staff. It

iLecommended that both bac!zgnound iLe.oeanch ard 6otmative l_e6ea/Lch be conducted

by in-home ne,seatLch 6ta66, 4e64,tfi.ve to the pattLcutco_ needs o6 4IT and committed

to long -teAm good iLetation,sh4,0 cvith AIT pelLsomteL With formative research

responsive to the real needs of production, production can be an enthusiastic

supporter'ipd consumer of research.

Summative Research

As defined earlier, summative research assesses the extent to which a

-program (or series) has reached its objectives. Summative research probably

resembles the,most common expectation of what research and evaluation is about.

It is conducted because decision-makers need overall performance data. Did

\I spend my money wisely? Does this program merit additional funds for revision?
J

Sh8uld this program be scheduled for neXt,year? 'These are decisions that need

the s mmative research output.
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A.
_Typically, many of the consumers of summative research are outside the

organization. A recommende'd policy is that att 6umfflative /tezeakch io/t outside

coodmeius be conducted by /teisea/tch wtoup's outside AIT, on p.a6cin6 oi.decched.

objectivity and ckedibitity.. It is further recommended that ,tkede-6-ig-yiand

mea6u/Lina inz/Luments 6o/..al contAacted 6ummatije 40eakch,houtdbe app/Loved
,

4
by'2)L-home AIT adminitAatohz to '.nos ie that att itaevant objective6

ake,mea4u/Led in an apwLopkiate.mannut. After MIT haS approved the research

procedures; the outside research agency should be aUtonomoUs.

- Unfortunately, it is-still too common to find situations where summative

research-is an afterthought. Researchers thave had to resort to. Monitoring

a completed program, inferring what the objectives or producer's intent must

have been, and then writing summative evaluation items on that basis. This

should not happen. The planning of summative research should begin as soon

as the planning for the program begins.' If there are to be pre- test /post -test

'comparisons as paEt of the summative research, it is obvious, that the research

must be it the field before the first airing.
wl

There are arguments for incorporating standardized instruments into

summative research and arguments against. Supportive arguments include:

a) You Th-Zieby get a measuring instrument that has been field tested;

b) You have a common basis on which the performance"of other groups can be
compared; and

c) There are national norms established for many,Of theSe instruments.

Arguments against standardized instruments include:

a) Many of them are no+. designed as a measure of program effects;

b). There is some possibility that an eesting instrument could influence the
curriculum by tailoring the objectives to fit the instrument; and

c) Most importantly, standardizedtestsmay have minimal. overlap with the
4
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total configuration-"of program objectives. This hurts in two waves: for content'.
on the test but not covered in the program, there will be no demonstrable effect
of the program. For content on the program but not on the test, significant
effects could goAnmeasured.

The Aecommendation i4 that oAigina inistnuments be used to inztae.pucifse

kegection o pkogAam objective6.4

A,
Some Objectives are easier to measure than others, and there-may well be

understandable presure to lean toward the more readily Measured outcomes in the

prograM design. One can invoke the argument that if the objective can't be

. specified, ten it has, no,place in the program or the research. Such a hard nosed!
'

e
,

position cotild limit the curriculum -goals to the capacity. of the artand science

of measurement. For television,,, which has a marvelous ability to communicate

non-verbal inforp ion and to involve people emotionally, this would be an

unfortunate limit ation. Reasonable men. and women sho4d WOrk out on a case- by -.f.

,case basis the best compromise between two desirable dutcomes: rigor of measure-;-

ment -and exploitation of the potential of the televi7on medium. It. might, for
,

e?
example, be reasonable to require,behavioral measure for a-majority of the

1

)

-L4iesired outcomes, with other objectives being allow d far less rigor. Even an )

occasional shot in the dark With no measurement whatsoever should not be precluded..

It should be noted. that a greater ability on the part of researchers to measurd

the more elusive outcomes (affective variables, .for example) would facilitate'

their formai incorporatign into various curricula. If ATT is ever inclined,

contrary to an earlier recommendation, to sponsor basic. research, then such

measurement research would be an excellent investment.

After recognizing and supporting completely the.scientific values of
)

rigor, clarity, precisin,:reliability, validity, andthe like, one must alsL*

ev

recognize that most research, even the best research, compromises downward from
.

. the lofty ideal. With great resources some compromise will be necessary, and

-13-



with limited resources, compromise is unavaidablie, In decision-or-rtsiited

research, one frequently is in the position of being able to increase the rigor

of a study for a few thousand dollars more, but then deciding as a matter of

priorities in resource allocation that the return is not Worth the investment.

How far downNard one can compromise and stillfind utility in the data is a

value judgment that should be made on a case-by-case basis. Again, the, operative

criterion is utLUty in the decision-making process. Frequently, the options

available are to make the decision lith no data at all or to make the decision

with, ata that are considerably compromised from the ideal. In such a situation

'Iit i not uncommon for reasonable people to prefer some data over no data at

all. The research data combine with,whatever othe>formal and informal inputs
-,'

the decision-maker can muster to in fl nce the analysis and the conclusion.

Policy ReearCh

Policy_research, the last of the four categories of decision- oriented

(

research to be covered here, will be easier to discuss if subdivided into two

parts: (a) policy research tailored. to the policy-making needs of ArT; and (b)

policy research tailored to the, policy-making needs of larger societal and

governmental units.

The organizational machire:y requ:red for on-,'6i: g background research,

recommended arlier diSr, oe'i-Jal for serving

AIT's pcli aka. reds. .rata -.old(' help lay the

groundwork 'n intc _ {, sne.,fir-. school Lel, :isL...11 materials. As

re. ccipid [IL:p prcviJ-z! ', .?.i for the sus-

t ;i.ned Ycview, ocl.Fir:atioL, and cr_ation of general A:T _y. The two uses

,



Of'research data are, of course, highly intOrrelated. The policy reseatchdoes.

not generate policy; it generates data that-top level administrators Should

find useful ii policy -areds. The. non-exhaustive agenda suggested for-background

,research is equally well suited' for poliCy-making needs.

In brief review, the suggested areas were assessment of needs,'of'audience

variables (both deMographic and.psychological), and of.physical system variables

(production, distribution, reception), and feasibility studies for,programideas,

At asomewhathigher level ofabstractidn, these activities can be thought of

as a form of sustained systeM monitoring combined with. predictive simulation

models. System monitoring should yield multi-faceted status reports on the

)

system in which AIT operates. In program-planning,' predictive simulation models

should,bring to bear logic and evidence in predicting the consequences of spending

resources before.actually committing the resources:. In policy deliberations,

predictive simulation: model's shoUl

the fUtUre status of` the system.

bring to b r logic and evidence in preditting

Consider several hypothetical (but, it is hoped-,.plausible) policy issues.
o

The value of research,input should be self evident'. tf

"To what extent yuld AIT diversify'its media products over the next

fifteen years?" Predictions on the future status of the system would obviously

be required here for the decision -makig process. "How will the needs of the

school systems change?" "How will technological developments affect AIT.?" And

so forth.

"What are the major factors, the convergence of which should cause AIT tok

undertake production activity and the non-convergence of which should preclude AIT

rnvolvement?" Responsibility fox such blockbuster'pOlicy issues resides with



r

the-admin:!,,trative decisionmaker, but lib or she should 'find it most useNil

to be able to check out empirically at least some of tho,nmititude of

assumptions that Feed into such c,Inherations.

Tlie research staff and, the aCmindstrator should cooperate in hraking down

the big policy questions into relevant questions that .can he answered. The

question "What should a rational person know before settir.g policy on this

complicated is.sue?" should genlate.a host of items,.som? of which c7in, and

some of which cannot, reasonably be assigned to research.

unitsThe policy needs of societal units that involve AtT af-tivities are another

matter. AIT should be a- coaperatiVe participant in contrftutirg whatever it

A
can to these other "outside". policy issues coming from responsi)le agencies, but

would not actually conduct the research. Presumably, AIT wool have a clear

position and would ser vocate', for example, in government consideration$

A
of the role of edudational edia 4r the next decade. In another holicy setting,

AIT could share relecianl experience-as an expert witness (as, for example, in

some state's deliberations about the pros-and cons of sex educatiori in the

schools, or emotional health in the scOlools). In another setting, AIT may simply

provide data, as for example, in response to a UNESCO su.rvey.

Because of the impacI of television and its multitude of effects (and side

effects) some of which are considered posi,tive.and some negative, some of-

which are intended and some unintended, some controllable, some uncontrollable

the AIT areas of activity will inevitably brush against policy issues in a

variety of other/agencies and organizations. These encouhters o.ffer, oppOrtunities

for positive influence in a rather wide-,spectrum of policy.
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Section'III: Policy Recommendations

I have tried to broaden the typical conception of/the role of research

and evaluation in televised instruction to include 'research inputs lk a variety

of points in the system. By going under the4rubric of decision-oriented

research, a,variety of other elements tend flow logically from such,a

starting point: identification of research problems, the chaels of cOmmunita-
.

tion, the chain of.cOmmand, the consumer of researCh reports, the delineation

Of meaningful distinctions among 'types of reseVa'and evaluation, and the
.

4

specification of research objectives, to list a few.

Research methodology, was not considered at all, and a variety OT termino-

logical issues and ,territorial disputes were-"simply bypassed and"left for another

day.. The purpose of the paper was to review/discuzs
A
the areas in which research

and evaluation could make positive contributions to AIT, and to discuss some of

. the policy issues that relate to thbse potential/ contributions. For all such

issues, there is a recommended position fox. your consideration and discussion.

1In isolated form, here is a summary list of research polity recommendations,
e
/most of which Were covered in the preceding text,

4



1. Eache.AIT activity 4/towed:have a niseali.ch.and 'evatudtion component.
IA .

2. AIT 4howed &e4tnict iLezeakch e64oAt's tO decizion-oktented cuE

product-zpeciiic.kezewilh and,evaZuation. ,-AIT should cooperate with but

not sponsor basic or theoretical research. If, for whatever reasons, AIT

doez decide to invest in basic research, this research should be in areas

that have high probability of practical pay -off, such as in new measure-
,

ment methods.to index nohdognitive effects. %

3. Background nezeakch and in-house pdticy ite4eall.ch 4howed be;.

eztabtizhed az a penman ancr,cFntegna 'pant 64 AIT, tkanzcending 4peci4ic

"pkojectz.

4. FpkmativelLezeakch zhoutd be conduct d by an in-hduze kezeanch
t

zta44, wankingin6the zetvice 64 production, and.o4ganizationatey zubokdinate
.

to pkoduCtion. A prerequisite to appointing production dec4ion7makers

'should: be their willingness to work with formatIVe .research in the improve-

.
.

.
. . i7

ment of the product.

5. once AIT committed to a ptoduction pkoject, top pkimity son

A.e4ealt.ch kezoukcez 4howed go to 4mmative kezeakch.

,

6. There 4howed awayz be zbme 4okm o0ummative nezeakch, but 4Unding
- . L

here ,i.z.zecondaky to-a gwaeZty.6o,tmative kezeov.ch -0.0211..M.

7. ket kezeanch.and evatuation 'Lis to be judged by the ciLitekion o4

.Utaity in the voutiows OCizionmaking pkocezzez. 'This utility will be

enhanced if the consumer can be'involved in setting, the specifications for

0



the research and evaluation projects. This holds.for all four categories

of research discussed in this paper.

8. Summative neseatch 60A outzide consumption showed be assigned on

contnact to outsid.e, competent, neseatch 9/Loup-a. Control over the/design
0

-

r

-
of the summative research'and the instruments used should remain in -house

with AIT, but once approved, the outside group should be autonomous.

9. In the vast majoh.ity of case,6, (vaginae nezeanch instnuments natheA..
y

thah standandized teats zhowe.d be. emptoyed .601t. 6o/um-aye and sOmative )Leseakch..
. ,

10, 4?2,60/Le: o6iice)us ite,e.eadse on qubte Snom nee eaAch 6indingz,

OA pubtic.ity punposes (no matt.e.& tiohethen backgtound, 6o/unative, summative,

on pot icy neseanch invotved), a naponaibte nuecutch shawl/4

appnove the ne2ea6e to inzwEethat the inteit.pte,tattion being conveyed in

66, com.ect and zupponted by the data.
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